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Heading

Graphical guidelines:
Font = Myriad Pro Family (see folder: fonts)
Text size = minimum 50pt
Subheading size = minimum 100pt

(Desired) heading  size = 200pt, but depending on the length of your company/project name
(Desired) subheading size = 100pt

Make sure not to change the dimensions of the heading, this is a fixed lay-out. However, you may adjust the font size to your company/project name 
and you should add your own logo in the logo frame.  Please note that the subheading is optional and that you may delete this frame.
 

Pictures:
Use as many illustrations or pictures as possible to avoid a text heavy poster, however all the images MUST BE OF HIGH RESOLUTION.
 

Printing format:
• The poster will be printed directly on the frame. Don’t change anyhting to the dimensions of this poster (94 cm (W) x 128 (H))
• Minimum resolution of the print and pictures - 300 DPI
 

Files and formats to provide:
Please fill in either the PowerPoint or Adobe InDesign template and send us the original source file.
 

Editorial check:
Make sure that your poster has been reviewed by the communications department of your organisation and that an editorial/spell check has been 
performed. The SJU will not perform any editorial check of your poster.

Deadline:
Send the finalised source file to  christine.stewart@sesarju.eu by the 15th of November 2018, including the name of your poster in the subject line.
 
Large file sizes may prevent you from sending this directly. If this is the case please use, www.wetransfer.com.

H2020
If your project has received funding from H2020 don’t forget to add the following sentence to your poster and indicate the correct grant number.
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This project has received funding from the SESAR Joint 
Undertaking under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research 
and innovation programme under grant agreement [number]


